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ENGLISH FOR BEGINNERS, VOCABULARY + AUDIO 

 

  

An important issue in learning English is,  first of all, to achieve the basic vocabulary and then to 

develop this basic in terms in different fields. In the same time we have to approach and learn the 

grammar concepts ,  those rules that help us express ourselves accurately and consistently in a language. 

 English that we come in contact through hollywood productions is American english. Unlike 

British English, which has a more formal, clear, expressive, being used officially in writing documents, 

etc.., American English is used because of simplifying the language and pronunciation. 

The offer includes: 

 English for Beginners Online Course 

 E-coaching for free (support provided by e-mail of our trainer to each student 

regarding the application of learned techniques, solving problems encountered any other 

questions or concerns about the subject studied) 

 + Free Diploma (will be sent to the e-mail in electronic format) 

What will you get? 

 10 lessons of “English for Beginners”  

 Vocabulary containing terms found in specific situations (restaurant, shopping, 

vacation, etc.), over 100 pages. 

 

Besides grammar courses and workbooks you can also learn by listening the MP3 files with 

pronunciation of English. They will help you acquire an excellent pronunciation. With this course you 

will be able to speak an fluent English in the shortest time, without any prior training. 

Who should attend this course? 

The course is addressed to persons of all ages who want to acquire basic knowledge of English. 

English for beginners course proposes to help those looking to develop their vocabulary and grammar 

knowledge in order to obtain confidence in their English skills when you want to watch any programs or 

records in English, when you need or want to start or develop a conversation at beginner level to 

medium, or when you want to access information directly by source, information written in English. 

What you will learn on this course? 
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The course approach basic notions of the English language, in terms of vocabulary and grammar. 

Topics approached include specific differences between British and American English, grammar notions 

and applications, phonetics, etc.. Regarding the vocabulary we approach the basic terms that refer mainly 

to family members, colors, home and garden, clothing, crafts, activities, etc.. 

What are the objectives of this course? 

At the end of the course, participants will be able to: 

 To know the basic vocabulary of English 

 To use at entry level grammatical structures 

 To read and write different texts in English. 

English course for beginners wants to initiate those interested to lay the basis for the levels to 

come. The course will include a total of ten lessons.  

 

 

 


